30 Telling A Story With Portraits
How an editorial approach to portrait work can yield amazing results
Text & Photography By Thomas Boyd

40 The Faceless Portrait
Capture portraits that convey meaning without focusing on a face
Text & Photography By Meredith Winn

46 Keep It Simple
Not interested in taking traditional wedding photos? Consider one of these beautiful alternatives
Text & Photography By Danielle Cohen

54 The Art Of Expression
The skills gained by shooting weddings and portraits can transform your photographic style
Text & Photography By Tracey Clark

- Ergonomic design
- Improved optical efficiency
- Gel diffuser for Lykos Bicolor
- Gel filter set for Lykos Daylight (Diffuser, CTO, 1/4 CTO)
- AC adaptor
- Ball-head with shoe

LYKOS
The new benchmark for performance, light quality and portability.
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Available at all Manfrotto authorized dealers including:
ADorama BH Unique Photo
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